CITY OF BURBANK

CROSSING GUARD

DEFINITION

Under direction, to assist school children and pedestrians safely across streets in multiple locations; to report problems requiring possible police action; and to do related work as required.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Requests school children to wait at curbing for safe crossing and to dismount from bicycles or remove roller skates; halts traffic by hand signal, giving due consideration to the distance required to stop and the avoidance of unnecessary traffic congestion; conducts children and pedestrians safely across the street; signals for traffic to resume; reports persons seen loitering around schools to the police department; reports license numbers of traffic violators and unsafe conditions around assigned area; drives on City business.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Employment Standards:
• Knowledge of - state and local traffic laws.

• Ability to - follow oral and written directions; win the respect and cooperation of children; good eyesight and freedom from color blindness.

Education/Training: Any combination of training and experience equivalent to completion of the eighth grade in school.

License & Certificates: A valid California Class “C” driver’s license or equivalent at time of appointment.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

None.